
THE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES PANEL 

MR. GRANDY: 

1. INTRODUCTION: EVALUATING THE EVALUTORS 

JANES G. ABERT, Vice President for 
Research and Development, 
National Center for Resource Recovery 

At this point in our program, ve are starting the second ph(H,C 

\\1hich \\1ill continue until tomorrow morning. This is the discussion 

of current research experience from the perspectives of the research~rs. 

We are pleased to He1come Dr. James Aber't ~vho \\1ill given an intro

duction to this part of our 'program. Jim is currently Vice President 

for Research and Development at the National Center for Resource 

Recovery. He is a Mechanical Engineer with a doctorate in Economics. 

He was Deputy Assistant Secretary for Evaluation and Program Monitoring 

at HEW for two years, between 1969 and 1971. 

In bet~\1een the time he left HEW and today, he hns studied and 

published widely on a variety of topics. In addition to his Govermnl'nt 

service and his industrial \\1ork, he has been involved in a number of 

policy study committees for the National Science Foundation, for the 

National Academy of Engineering and for the National Academy of Sciences. 

It's a pleasure to welcome him. He is going to talk on evaluating 

evaluators; hopefully, I think, in terms of Jim Stockdil1' s ~varning, 

only one level deep. 

MR. ABERT: 

Thank you very much. Some of you may know that the National 

Centet for Resource Recovery is concerned \\1ith refuse recycling. ' I 
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have been told on several occasions (more often, the further I get 

from Washington, D. C.), that a couple of years of HEW is really good 

preparation for a career in garbage. 

Both in Government and in the research community, it should bl' 

clear by nm. that the term evaluation lacks precise ciafini tion. Among 

producers and users, there is wide variation as to what constitutes 

evaluation and how it differs, if it does, from (among others) field 

experimentation, demonstration-research projects and, to choose another 

tenn, action-research programs. 

Exact definition, hmvever, is probably of little importance. 

Regardless of the exact meaning of the term, it appears that evalua

tion has become somewhat of a fad, if not yet an entirely proven, 

integral part of the management process. 

I think it is important to ask at this time if the resources 

devoted to evaluation are a valt.led activity in the constant search 
"" to improve the efficiency \.ith \vhich public sector funds are spent. 

This is not to suggest that a definitive answer to the question can 

be given. 

I would say that throughout the Government, the foundations for 

evaluation laid some years ago have grm-111 into a full-fledged evalua

tion emphasis. I have chosen the word emphasis carefully, and it is 

to stress that the development and institutionalization of an evalua

tion program is an evolutionary process. It is not done overnight. 

Indeed, it is not done in a year or two. Hmv long depends on the 

interest and determination of those responsible for its direction 

and the support given to its growth. To graft it to a hostil~ 

bureaucracy requires hoth toughness and tender loving care. It 

does not "take" easily. 
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The stukes are high, not only because of the employment genernled 

within the Govermnent but its effect on that segment of the private 

sector which responds to the RFP's to do the evaluations. I have 

heard evaluation characterized as Federal aid to contractors, and to 

some extent that is true. 

However, the real stakes are where the big hucks are. Evaluation 

can become, perhaps inevitably is, a political device \o1hich can be 

used to promote support for an advocate's program or reduce enthusiasm 

for an opponent's proposals. 

Evalua tion is important in other areas as \o1el1. It provides 

the financial incentive for academicians to train their intellectual 

ordnance on the target of improving the management of public funds. 

Some may argue that th~y often fail to find the target. Perhaps they 

fire with biased sights, or perhaps the target itself is poorly 

understood by those in the use:;: community whose articulation of \vhaL 

mark \.;ras to be hi t is often only clear ,.to them after the fact of the 
" 

evaluation. 

Finally, evalua tion provides the \o1hereHi thai to expand the general 

knmvledge base in areas where 1:he more :tradi1:ional data collection 

services have not ventured. At the least, the social sciences should 

have seen and should continue to see more dissertations in \vhat might 

be called the "grand design." 

Putting this aside as a spillover benefit, and presumably it is 

a benefit, the basic question concerning the valuation of evaluation 

is "Do evaluation outlays produce greater efficiency in program output 

than the costs of the evaluation efforts?" 
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In general, short of saturation, more information is better 

than less. Yet there are costs involved. Are the likely irnprovC'llwnts 

in program targeting and management worth the cost of data collection 

and analysis? Evaluation can cost more than it is likely to save, 

although the definition of "save" is a problem here. 

There i3 a more subj active side as well, indeed eve.n emotiC'11tll-

so emotional that evaluation can become counterproductive. This is 

particularly true when one begins to evaluate in C'srnest, where only 

lip service has been paid to this function in the past. 

As you knmv, the setting of program obj ectives and the choosing 

of evaluation criteria are in themselves a very emotional underLaking. 

Program managers generally are not anxious to do it. In fact, trust, 

confidence, honor and many of the more noble aspects of life <leem to 

be strongly challenged by evaluation. 

The tools for estimating the wort~ of policy-related information .-
are primitive at best. Much of the information obtained simply hdps 

the program manager to understand his program better. Tc relate this 

information in some casual \vay to program improvement and then to 

further measure the value of this improvement nppears to be beyond 

today's practice. 

Partially for these reasons, the usual chronicles of evaluations 

accomplishments--a successful study or two offered as evidence of the 

achievements of the evaluation program--often leave the listener wi.th 

a feeling of "Hell, maybe the expenditures on evaluation have been 

worthwhile; and again, maybe they haven't." 
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Has progress been macie? At the outset, it seemed that many felt 

an evaluation program should appear fullblown. Of course, this has 

not happened. The formulation and implementation of a viable program 

is a step-by-step process. One builds on what one has accomplished 

in the prior period. One does not grasp for options that have low 

probability of being dchieved. The need to set reasonable sights and 

to plan for evolutionary growth with many mid-course changes does not 

seem to have been appreciated fully either at the outset, or now. 

Also, it is usually not present when observers of evaluation programs, 

no matter ho~v objective they may claim they are, attempt to evaluate 

evaluation. 

There is still much to be done. The key to the future growth 

and acceptance of evaluation is the development of recognized approaches 

to the conduct of evaluation, j.n particular to establishing the reli

ability of the judgments made by field staff. 

Of course, it is necessary initia1,ly to obtain and to maintain .-
high-level support. Because evaluation's image is that of uncovering 

or demonstrating the negative, it is generally only grudgingly and 

reluctantly accepted by those on the receiving end. Hhi1e the dcgr(>(~ 

of support of the evaluation activity can be reflected in a variety 

of ways, the position of the evaluation office in the organizational 

structure will be a principal indicator. Clearly, if such units arc 

directly linked to principal decision- and policy-makers, the possi 

bilities of influence will be noted throughout the organization. 

Along the same line, evaluation, in my view, should be legisla

tively mandated and treated as a program in its mvo right including 

a mandated budget. 
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In addition, thought must be given to evaluation in the struc

turing of operating programs such that more of them can, in fact, 

be evaluated. 

Finally, program evaluation must hew to a nominative approach 

that forces judgments as to the accomplishments, or lack of accom

plishments if such is the case, of the program being evaluated. In 

general, the research paper suitable for publication and useful for 

promotion does nat fit the bill. 

, • 'uc.\" .• 

Time will bring \vith it a greater appreciation for the 1'onl-

world context of evaluation. This must be so, or the evaluation 

parallel w'ill be that of the formal ,:iscipline-focllsed research pro

gram, lodged far down in the agency, far from the policy arena. 

Looking to anothel' facet of the evaluation picture, it is t\)O 

soon to tell if the political process has been sufficiently sensi

tized to allow evaluation to continue w,:ith its evolutionary grm"th. 
" There are still many hurdles to be overcome, not the least of \"hich 

is institutionalizing evaluation requirements, procedures and dis

semination to the extent that past lessons are not relearned by each 

succeeding change in department and agency management. 

Only time \"ill tell whether evaluation lives up to the reasonabJ e 

expectations of its advocates or turns out to be a relatively short

lived but expensive experiment. Thank you very much. 

HR. GRANDY: 

Thank you, Jim. In your remarks I think there are some rein

forcement of comments )f some other speakers this morning. Also 
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something of a challenge to this audience to 'help facilitate the 

institutionalization process so that evaluation becomes solidly enmeshed 

in the fabric of public program management. 
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THE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES PANEL (CONTINUED) 

II. STUDENT ATTRITION AT TIlE FIVE FEDERAL SERVICE ACADENIES: 
AN IN-DEPTH AUD1'f 

CHARLES H. THONPSON, Assistant Director, 
Federal Personnel and Compensation Division, and 

JOHN K. HARPER, Acting Director, 
Systems Analysis Group 
Federal Personnel and Compensation Division 
General Accounting Office 

MR. GRANDY: 

Next on our program ~"ill be the presentation of our firs t research 

paper. This will be done by two gentlemen from the General 

Accounting Office, Charles Thompson who has long been a staff ·nember 

at GAO, and his colleague, John Harper. Both are in the Federal 

Personnel and Compensation Division. Their report, as you see from 

our agenda, deals with Student Attrition at the Service Academies. 

The document is available, displayed with other literature out in 

our anteroom. 

I think Mr. Thompson is going to speak first, and ~"ill then 

turn the discussion over to Mr. Harper. 

MR. THOHPSON: 

I'd like to spend a fm" minutes discussing the problem of attri

tion that we faced, our general approach to addressing the problem, 

a few of the more significant findings, our recommendations and 

some of my perceptions as to the factors \"hich may have influenced 

their utilizA~10n. 

The military academies exist primarily for one purpose--to 

develop career mj.litary officers. 
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Even though the academies account for only about 10 percent o[ 

the initial grade officers acquired by the military services, academy 

graduates are nonetheless considered amohg the more highly desirnb10 

officers. 

To the extent. that large numbers of students \.,ho \vould make gOt1U 

career military officers leave the academics before graduation, the 

effectiveness of the academies' program becomes questionable. 

In recent years, attrition at the academies has been high, nnd 

it has been increasing, and these increasing trends, particularly at 

the Air Forca ACildemy, prompted Senators Birch Bayh and Hillium 

Proxmire, as \.,ell as other members or Congrc::;s, to l:cCjuast a GAO 

study of the probl("l.m:' ': 

Figure 2, below, will give you a better sensa of what their 

concern \.,as. 

For four or tha five academy classes \.,hich graduated in either 

1974 or 1975, attrition reached ncar-term record levels. For cxrnnplv: 

" The Air Force Academy graduating class of 1975 had a 
46 parcent attrition rate, the highest in its history; 

• The Hilitary Academy reached an ll-yaar high of 40 percc.'nt 
attrition; 

• Tha Naval Academy, a l2-year high of 39 percent attrition; 

• The Herchant Marine Academy, an ll-year high of 48 percent 
attrition; and 

• The Coast Guard Academy had 46 percent attrition. 

In light of these statistics, there were serious questions 

being raised as to whether the academies were adequately accomplishing 

their mission. When we add tha additional consideration of costs--DVer 

$100,000 per graduate--the issue becomes not only one of program 
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effectiveness but also one of program afforJability. If attrition 

could be reduced, the academics could provide more graduates at n 

more affordable cost. Without reduced attrition} u1ll'rnntive SOUrl'l't-l 

of officer acquisition become more plausible and morc nttractlv0. 

With this in mind, our stuJy objectives became two-fold--firsl 

identifying those factors \"hicli contribute to the high [1ttriti.on i',ttL'S, 

and, second, proposing program alternatives which we b~lievod would 

permit the academies to reduce their attrition rates without degrading 

the quality of the graduates. 

We recognized at the outset !:hat some attrition is inevitable 

and desirable since selection of only those who would make good 

career officers is unrealistic. Attrition, therefore, serves ~s a 

desirable screening device for those students who do not measure up 

to the standards considered essential to the military profession. Y~t, 

our data suggests that, in addition to weeding out those ~hom the 

academies felt \'lere undesirable, 'they ~,ere also losing many potentinlly 

good career officers. In fact, one academy superintendent estimated 

that 20 percent of voluntary dropouts were potentially good career 

officers. 

We felt, therefore, that if ,ole could identify those major factors 

contributing to the student attrition and recommend changes to thetn 

without decreasing the quality of the output, we would be making a 

contribution to improving the effectiveness of the academies' program 

at a more affordable cost. 

Let me very briefly review for you our approach to the attrition 

issue, for it is the acceptance of this approach and the steps that 

were taken to increase acceptance which determined, at least in 'Part, 

the acceptance of our results and the extent of implementation of our 

recommendations. 
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Figure 3 below, shows a rather simplified version of the moJ0l 

we adopted to identify the factors contributing to attrition. 

Conceptually, we viewed attrition as rasulting from the intur

action of three distinct influences: (1) the chllracterisHcs that 

studel1ts bring 'olith them to the acad~my, such as abilities, commit

ment and expectations, (2) the effect of Lhe academy environment on 

the students, such as the quality of the <~cademic <1Ild m11itary programs, 

and (3) the external environm<.mt \olhich aife.ets students while tlwy 

are at the academy, such as national economic conditions in general. 

Through a rather extensive rcvi<.~w of the existing research on 

attrition, as well as through discussions with current and former 

academy officials and st:"uents, \.;a identified those factors ,,,ithi.n 

each of these three areas that could potentially contribute to at:td

tion. These factors, then, formed the basis for our data collection 

efforts. 

Our primary data collection source was a questionnaire we dcv~lop~d 

and administered to over 20, 000 current and fornwr academy stuJent~1. 

In addition, we obtained extensive data from academy records and from 

an annual survey of incoming academy students administered by the 

American Council on Education. In total \ole collect<.'d or obtained OVl~r 

500 specific items of information on each student ~olhich \ole hypotht>sizcd 

were related to attrition. 

Because of apparent differences in the academies' environments 

and in the s tudents ~olho go there, we decided to perform separate 

analyses of each academy. 

Further, within each academy, separate analyses were made for 

each of the three timeframes--the first summer preceding the fourth 
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class academic year ~chis is normally the firflt two months that: n 

student is at the acaJcmy); the fourth class or frcf>hman year; and I.:he 

third class or sophomore year. These three timeframcs were chosen 

because about 85 percent of all attrition occurs during Lhese first 

t,~o years and because our prior research indicated there to be dif

ferent reasons for attrition depending on the timeframe. 

Let me nm~ briefly discuss some of our findings to give you n 

perspective of ,~hat they ,~ere like and the recommend,l tion8 'vB made 

from them. 

In general our recommendations tended to fall into three cate

gories: First, maj or changes to academy policies, practices or tratli

tion. These tend to be rather high-risk changes, in that if they were 

implemented and later proved to be '~rong, they could have a major 

detrimental impact on the academies' mission. Second, relatively 

minor changes to policies or practices. They tend to be low-risk 

changes. And third, recommendations f~r further research or redin.!c tion 

of research. 

Let me illustrate by discussing a fe,~ specific findings: we 

found that one of the most important factors related. to attrition 

during the students' first few months at the academy is their initial 

level of commitment at the time they entered. Those students who 

have lower levels of commitment have significantly greater probability 

of dropping uu t. 

Our measure of student commitment was made up of a number of 

questions \~hich the students answered when they entered the academy. 

These concerned the chances they would transfer to another college 

before graduating, drop out of college temporarily or permanently, 
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change their career choice, or get married while in college. Each 

of these actions almost nlways requires the student to leave the 

academy. 

Those \"ho dropped out saw their chances of doing each of these 

things to be significantly greater than those who stayed. Figure 4 

below illustrates this point. It shows the responses of first summer 

dropouts and current students about the chances they would transfer 

to another college before graduation. 

At the Air Force, Military, and Coast Guard Academies, 35, 31 

and 46 percent respectively of first summer dropouts stated at the 

time they entered that there was a "Very Good Chance" they \"ould 

transfer to another college. Hhereas only 2, 4 and 6 percent respec

tively of current students made this response. 

This initial level of con~itment is extremely important. There 

have been leaders at the academies \"ho,;,adopted a philosophy thaL if 

a student doesn't want to be at the academy, then the academy doesn't 

\"ant him. And their programs, especially during the first summer, 

were designed to test, and I want to emphasize the \vord test, a stu

dent's commitment. However, our study suggests that this philosophy 

may have driven some good students out. 

It's my vie\" that the academies failed to adequately recognize 

that low commitment is typical of individuals at this age. For 

example, the next figure gives an indication of this low commitment 

as it relates to the academies (see Figure 5 below). 

For the total class \"hich entered in, for example, 1973--this 

would be the far right bar on each chart--bet\"een 43 and 58 percent 

of students stated that there was some, or a very good, chance they 
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would change their career choice. The point I am trying to make is 

that it is better for the academies to make the assumption that stuJ~nts 

are no t highly committed and design their programs to develop commi t

ment, rather than merely test it. 

Generally, the academies agreed with our finding on the importance 

of commitment to retention; and at least the Air Force Academy insti

tuted an intensive reexamination of their first summer program in an 

effort to make it more commitment-developing rather than commitment

testing. 

Hmvever, the responses from all academies ~vere very mixed on the 

extent to which they agreed to institute specif.ic changes to practices 

which appeared to be more commitment-testing than commitment-developing. 

For example, ~ve found that the requirement to memorize and recite 

trivia, such as sports scores and titles of movies, the heavy emphasis 

on drills and ceremonies, and the henvy emphasis on creating stress 

were directly related to attrition. 

The more minor of these changes were readily accepted. For 

example, the Hilitary Academy reduced the level of drills and cere

monies by 35 percent, with further reductions planned. The need to 

reduce the memorization and recitation of trivia ~vas also generally 

accepted. 

On the other hand, a more major change, that is, the need to 

review and possibly modify the extent of stress in the environment, 

was not accepted. In f.act it was strongly defended as necessary. 

I'm not suggesting that the academies should have accepted all 

of our findings and made immediate changes. The point I'm trying 

to make is that the degree to which a finding is accepted and acted 
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upon is, to some degree, a function of the potential risk-level of 

the change. And the greater the risk, the more the decision-maker 

will require additional supportive data before a change is made, 

particularly if the change is contrary to his predisposition. 

Therefore, while the results of some of our findings were not 

immediately acted upon, they did provide an additional source of 

information, \vhich, \vhen combinl?d wi.th other supportive studies to 

follow, will hopefully result in a critical mass and cause a change. 

We should not ahvays be disappointed when high-risk type recommen

dations are not acted upon. We don't necessarily have to live \vith 

the consequences. 

In closing, let me summarize \vhat I perceive to be some of the 

factors which influenced the use of our evaluotion results. 

First, use is, at least in part, a function of the extent to 

which the decision-maker has confidencci that the results are valid; 

and this again to some degree is a function of the soundness of the 

approach and the clear, understandable link between the approach, 

the results an~ the conclusions and recommendations. \ve can increase 

acceptability and use by involving the decision-maker, or suborciinaLQs 

whose opinion he respects, in the process from beginning to end. 

Recommendations for change, particularly major change, should not 

come as a surprise at the end. 

Second, if we can involve other outsiders of the group doing 

the study in the study process--again ones \vhom the decision-maker 

respects--we prov1 rL' an important secondary group to whom the decision

maker can look for confirmation of the conclusions and recommendations. 
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Finally, don't expect that all reconmwndations \.,i11 be acted 

upon. The higher the risk, the less chance that change will take 

place from the results of one study, no matter how sound. Also, th0 

greater the decision risk, the greater the need to bring the decisiun

maker and others along with the study. 

It is my personal vie\v tha t researchers or program evaluators Cilll 

and need to have more interaction and communication Hith the ultimnt.:e 

decision-maker. If we are to maximize the chances of results imple

mentation, we need to build a greater sense of trust between the 

decision-maker and the evaluator--trust in his methodology, trust in 

the validity of his conclusions and the soundness of his reconuncnda

tions, and perhaps, most important, trust in the evaluator himself. 

Thank you. 

I'd like to turn the discussion over to John Harper, who will 

further discuss some of our findings and some recommendations. 

MR. HARPER: 

I will talk about two factors \.,hich seem to have affected the 

extent to which findings from our study could have been and, indeed, 

actually were used as a basis for po1icymaking. Let me stress that 

this is a personal view. Others might \.,re11 have seen different 

factors as crucial in determining the extent of utilization. 

The first factor \.,ras the context in \.,rhich the study was done.. 

I would like to talk about that context in terms of po\.,rer relations 

among the principal actors in the study (see Figure 6 below). I 

want to do that because it's my feeling that those relations: (1) made 

the study possible, (2) partially determined how the study was done, 

and (3) affected the extent to \.,rhich it was utilized. 
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There are at least four types of influence, or ?ower, one person 

can have over another. The first type is expert pO\\lcr which exists 

when the division of labor in an organization produces groups or 

individuals ,.,ith specinlizcd kno\.,lcdge or expertise necessary to 

accomplish the organization's primary mission. 

The second type is referrent power and is based on the extent 

to \.,h1ch one person identifies t.,ith, or is attracteu to, anothar pcrson 

because the other person behaves or believes like the in:rlucnc0d 

person. 

The third type of power flows from formal organizational rela

tionships \vhich permits someone to dispense sanctions and re\.,arc1s 

based on shared norms. 

The last type of pm"er is mutual or collC1l,orativc po,.,cr where the 

direccion of influence alternates between actors. 

"" lvith these brief definitions in mind let me give a personal 

vie\? of the principal actors involved in our study and the types of 

influence they exerted over one another. These remarks are limited 

to the military academies (Army, Navy and Air Force) because they 

,.,ere the opinion leaders for the other academies in this study. 

As Chuck mentioned earlier, the study initially requested by 

several members of Congress was of factors related to attrition at 

the Air Force Academy. Attrition had risen dramatically there, and 

the Superintendent had made a number of hard statements about the 

institution's lack of concern over it. Several of those \"ho requested 

the study were perceived by some in the Department of Defense as 

holding unfavorable attitudes toward the military. 
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For various reasons, Hr. SttHlts, the Comptroller G~neral ,.,ho has 

headed GAO since 1966 und who wus Deputy Director of BOB for mn~y 

yeurs before that, decidt~d that the study should not have u limitl'u 

focus but should extend to all of the service academics. 

About the time this dacision ,ms mude, Hr. S tau ts ,.,as in tou...:h 

,.,ith the then Secretary of Defense, Nr. Schles.lngcr, and Hr. Ch'ml'nLH, 

tha Deputy Sacratary of Def ansa. Both of thasa indiv Iduuls hnd bC'L'n 

concernad ,<Ii tll civilian ov<?rsight of. DOD's education programs. 'l'hi s 

concarn led to creation of the Conun:!.tt-Qc on Exccllance in Edllcatir'11, 

composad of Hr. Clements and Mr. Brehm, the Assistant Secretary for 

Manpower, as ,.,ell us the Service! Secrctari(~8. The acadmnies ,.,ere a 

principal item 011 the COllunittee' s agenda. 

Mr. Staats 'vas also in touch ,.,ith a number of 11l8mbcrs of CongreHs 

who expressed reservations about tho benefjts to be gained from this 

study. Senior officials at several acadamies also expressed reserva

tions about the study. 

Recognizing the sansitivity of the issue being addressed, 

Hr. Staats and Hr. Harris, the Assistant Comptroller Gcnaral, decided 

to bring together an outside panel to .consult ,.,ith GAO on the study. 

Hr. Clements suggested a number of former, high-ranking academy oUi

cials as candidates for the panel. To add balan~e, Mr. Staats solic

ited names of civilian acadcntic administrators from the President of 

the American Council on Education. The panel \<1hich ,"as established 

consisted of Chancellors of the Universities of Texas, Illinois, and 

Pittsburgh, and the President of Tuskegee Institute; Vice Presidents 

of Harvard, HXT, Stanford, Hich1g£1n, and Tulane; and former 
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Superintendents of each of the academies. The other members of the 

pane1--there ,,,ere 17 in total--,,,ere no less important or illustrious. 

A number of the civilian administrators had held high-level 

positions at the academies. For instance, the Chancellor of the 

University of Pittsburgh had been Chairman of the Social Science 

Department at Hest Point and Chairman of the Economics Department at 

the Air Force Academy. 

t>Ie met formally ,<lith this panel on five occasions over a tl,,,o-ycar 

period and met informally with individual members several times during 

that period. 

Prior to the first panel meeting, the project team presenteJ a 

proposal for this study to Hr. Horris, ,"ho had served as an Assistant 

Secretary of Defense on t,vo separate occasions. Mr. Horris liked 

,,,hat he heard and communicated that feeling to Hr. Brehm. 

"" The proposal l,,,as also enthusias tically received by key panel mel.;-

bers at that first meeting. The panel gave the study a certain kind 

of legitimacy. It also forced us, as researchers, to keep our feet 

on the ground and it served as a vital cOIrJnunication link to senior 

academy officials. Meetings of the panel were held at each of the 

military academies and their senior officials participated in the 

meetings. This opportunity for them to express reservations about 

the study to such an illustrious ~roup and to have those reservations 

moderated-·-when combined with the informal conversations l,olhich occurred 

between senior academy officials and some of the panel members, I 

believe, helped to overcome the resistance mentioned earlier. 
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Mr. Staats' and Mr. Morris' interactions with senior DOD o[[ici;lls 

added another kind of legitimacy which became important in overcomjng 

particularly strong resistance by academy officials at certain other 

points of the study. 

At the more mundane lev ",,"1 , the study team was strongly inf1.u(mced 

by the ~iTork of the Office of Research at the American Council on 

Education. The design of the study imitated the "input-output" mocil'l 

which had characterized ACE's research on college impact since 1968. 

The research team ~.,as fortunate to have as a liaison in DOD a 

Captain ~.,ith academic experience in organizational behavior and \iTork 

experience in survey resear-ch. His expert influence ,iTas helpful at 

upper levels in DOD, and his collaboration was helpful with an ad hoc 

group we had formed to provide us with technical assistance. This 

group was variously composed of mathematicians, psychologists, and 

management scientists from the academies; computer scientists and 

researchers from the military personne~ labs; and manpower program .-
managers from the service headquarters. 

He met formally a number of times with this group and informally 

with some of its members. The circumstances surrounding our second 

meeting give some example of the types of influence at work on this 

level of the project. 

Prior to that meeting, the GAO study team had developed a pool 

of questionnaire items, and had discussed the study design and hypo

theses behind each item ,.;ith its mvn field teams. Those field teams 

had returned to the academies with the questions typed--and not very 

neatly--one to a page, to discuss them with senior academy officials 

and ad hoc group members. The teams had been instructed to emphasize 
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that the questions made up a first draft item pool, and that we 

were primarily concerned with whether hypothesized causes of attrition 

had bean adequately sampled. 

The scales for some of the questions were not balanced, and n 

number of items ~vere clearly biased against the academics. During Llw 

time the field teams ~vere discussing the item pool, ~vC corrected many 

of these deficiencies. But we made a mistake. We typed the correcLed 

questions one after another in survey questionnaire format. We add0d 

response boxes which had not been there before for each queslio~ anJ, 

in short, developed a fairly professional-looking qU0stionnaire--cven 

for a draft. 

The ad hoc group began arriving at the Pentagon from allover the 

country at 8:00 A.M. on a Monday morning for what was to be a one-aay 

strategy session among themselves before meeting with the GAO study 

team. Many of them had been given strong marching orders .,hen they 

left the academies. Well, when they ~v~re given the ne~v draft of the 

questionnaire \vith its completed-looking appearance, it met ~vith 

strong resistance. By 9:30 that morning, the meeting with the GAO 

team had been cancelled; and talk was that the ad hoc group had been 

dissolved, the academies would not let their students participate 

in the study, and any study \ve might be able to do would not be con

sidered legitimate by the academies. 

Needless to say, there was a great deal of sideways and up~vard 

con~unication. Chuck and I communicated with Mr. Morris. Captain 

BUBsse communicated with Mr. Brehm. Mr. Morris and Mr. Brehm com

municated. And Captain Buesse and I spent several days discussing 

hypotheses and response scales. 
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I don't know whether it was reason, or power, or something else, 

which prevailed; bu t the ad hoc group did meet about t\vO \vecks In tt'l". 

In a hectic five-day meeting, the study team established its proft's

sional credibility and convinced the program managers that we \vel"C.'n 'l 

trying to give the academies a bad name. 

As time went on, the ad hoc group supported the study more and 

more to academy officials, although they \vere never blind to its 

technical problems. 

I have spent a good deal of time talking about dynamics at work 

during the study because they changed by the time it was done. They 

changed because the actors changed. By the time the reports were 

issued, Hr. Morris and Captain Buesse and many seniot academy offie i.als 

had left. I can't say how these changes affected utilization, but I 

do feel they \vere important in developing something \.]nich coulcl be 

utilized. I also believe that the various advisory groups served 

as a vi tal, independent conununication link bet\veen us and the aca-
"" 

demies; and further, where our methodology and findings \Vere. accepted 

by them and communicated to the academies, the probability of imple

menting those findings \vas incre.ased. 

The second major factor affecting the utilization was th~ 

intractable nature of some of the technical problems in inferring 

causality, interpreting factor scores, assuming a certain model, and 

nonresponses. 

We had no control over treatments, and random assignment was 

out of the question. For that matter, we did not know enough about 

critical variables to design an experiment. Moreover, we did not 

have the time to conduct a panel analysis which would help us infer 

the direction of dynamic relations. Finally, the limited number of 
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academies precluded drm"ing meaningful conclusions abol! t obj ec ti VQ 

organizational characteristics such as ACE hud done in assessing 

college environment impacts. 

We were left, for the most part, with a post-hoc, correlational 

study based on self-reports of academy experiences and evuluntion. 

In short, a weak foundation upon which to base recommendutions for 

change. 

We collected a great deal of information on each student and 

dropout. At thl? prodding of the ad hoc group, we perflil'med i.1 seeiC'5 

of factor analyses on the data. 

For those of you ,,,ho have done fac tor analyses before, let me 

say ,,,e learned something. The computer-generated factor scorcs \<lere.' 

occasionally uninterpretable ""'hen ot1e compared :i.tem validities ,dth 

factor validities. Some of the factors were accounting for negative 

variance. And finally, the structure of some of the factors made it 
..... 

difficult to develop recommendations. 

{ve assumed the general linear model throughout; and) perhaps as 

a result, the size of our correlations ,,,as not overly impressive. 

Finally, while the rate of questionnaire return by dropouts was 

high (73 percent), it was not perfect. ACE conducted analyses of the 

non-respondent characteristics and could not conclude that they 

differed from the characteristics of those who did respond. By the 

same token, ,,,e could no t conclude that the t,...,o groups were necessarily 

the same in terms of academy experience and evaluations. 

We recognized all along that these limitations eXisted, and we 

candidly stated in our final report "that a correlational study (as 
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ours was) does not establish clear cause-and-effect relationships 

and that surveying student perceptions after the fact presents spocinl 

problems of data interpretation. Alternative interpretations exist." 

We tested the validity of those other interpretations as best wo 

could, but admitted to not being able to recognize or test tbem all. 

Therefore) ~.,re went on to say "Because alternative interpretations are 

uh.,rays possible from survey data of the type we collected, our con

clusions and recommendations have been stated cautiously." 

Despite these limitations, we felt we learned some things from 

our study. Probably the principal reason is that there was a research 

base on which \ve could build. 

Several of the academies had been doing attrition-related research 

for years. We collected all of the studies that could be identified 

and focused on 8lj of them for detailed analysis and synthesis. 

These studies left us with t,.,ro impressions. First, very few of 

them had to do t-lith the environment at the academies--far and m.,ray, the 

majority had to do with the relationship between characteristics at 

entry and attrition. And second, -perhaps only one of the environment 

studies could be considered to possess ~.,rha t Stanley and Campbell ref or 

to as "internal validity"--the sine qua non of scientific research. 

We found the studies useful, nonetheless, because they explored 

dimensions of student characteristics that 've did not explore. Some 

of what first appeared to be anomalous responses in our questionnaire-

i.e., dropouts responding the way we hipothesized current students 

would, and vice versa--became interpretable only 'vhen tve considered 

the implications of those entry dimensions the academies had explored. 
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Let me gjye you on example. At West Point, we found that thoso 

who stayed were less certain than those who left about their responsi

bilities and about what officers or upperclassmen thought of their 

performance. Similarly, those \vho stayed reported being bothered by 

having too little Lluthority and responsibili ty. Also, their Vil~I\T t) r 
leadership Ivas to ha.ve upperclassmen encouraging thC'm to give tIll' i 1" 

best effort and maintain high standarus of performance. Dropouts, on 

the other hand, had a vimv of leadership as support from classmates. 

These findings became interpretable (because Ive Nere asking qUL'l:l

tions about the environment) only \vi1en previous academy research on 

personality characteristics Ivas vie\ved in light of the intensely 

competitive environment of the academies. That research indicatos 

dropouts are largely non-competitive and are not achievement-oriented. 

They appear to have higher needs for affiliation and affection. Those 

Ivho stay are concerned about achieving in terms of a standard of 

excellence, and are more independent in their interpersonal relations. 

Clearly, role ambiguity and not feeling.. enough responsibility Ivould 

be bothersome to such people. 

After arriving at this interpretation, we suggested that Hest Point 

might want to reexamine the amount of stress and competition in its 

environment. The Academy and DOD didn't like that suggestion. They 

pointed out that the stress and competition simulated what graduates 

would face on the battlefield where they would be responsible for 

the lives of others. ~oJe allowed as hotv this argument had appeal, 

but questioned what it meant with respect to other officer acqui3ition 

programs where students do not experience the same level of stress and 

competition 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, for 4 years. I don't think 

that any effect the reasoning out of the implications of the argument 
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might have had can be separated from the effects whicll the recent 

cheating scandal nnd Congressional interest in academy competition 

might have had. 

As Chuck mentioned, where there was a predisposition by senior 

aca.demy officials to accept our findings, they \vere in fact acted 

upon. The amount of drills and ceremonies and rote-memory of trivia 

were reduced, and some extracurricular activities were instituted. 

However, where we challenged deeply-ingrained attitudes about 

the academies, there ~vas strong resistance to our findings. The COlll

petitive environment was one such area. Another \vas the finding that 

dropouts did not perceive the educational program as having the high 

quality which the current students did. 

The possibility of longitudinal research was precluded by the 

steps we took to insure confidentiality. Such steps drive up the 

cost of this type of research because Y"pu can't amorti 7.e the cos t of 

design and data collection through repeated measurements. Nonetheless, 

we believe our study does add to the academics' fund of knmvledge. 
; .-. 

But more importantly, ~ve are an agency of the Congress; and ultimately 

our ~vork should feed into their decision-making. In this case, it 

did. The Senate Committee on Appropriations used information from our 

study as one justification for recommending closure of the academy 

prep schools. The Committee also expressed an intent to critically 

review the academies' actions regarding our recommendations, and 

specifically ~vith respect to the competition in the environment--a 

finding with ~vhich they agreed. Thank you. 

MR. GRANDY: 

Thank you very much, gentlemen. 
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TIlE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES PANEL (CONTINUED) 

III. DISCUSSION (SPEAKERS AND SYHPOSIUH PARTICIPANTS) 

HR.. GRANDY: 

Let's take a few minutes at this point and see if you have some 

questions of these speakers about their work or their presentation. 

PARTICIPANT: 

I'm Joel Garner with LEAA. I have a fe,,, questions, one of '''hLch 

directly relates to your study. First, ,,,ho do you consider \vas your 

primary audience and who in effect set the objectives for the study? 

Clearly you work for the Congress and t\vO specific Senators asked for 

this study. But it seems from your discussion that you worked primarily 

and directly with the service academies and with the D€.partment of 

Defense, and that they, in the operatiOi.1 of the study, became the pr.imnry 

users or individuals who set the objectives of the study or of the 

evaluation. The second question is onE!>" that other people have raised 

but never answered, and the question is, should Congress in either 

legislation or requests to GAO be required to set specific evaluable 

objectives? If we can't expect agency administrators to do this, maybe 

we should expect Congress to do that and only do evaluations when 

Congress is very explicit about its objectives. 

MR. THOMPSON: 

I don't think there is any question our primary focus was to the 

Congress. We \vork for them) and we report to them. Bu t we also 

recognized that \."e have other potential points at which we can have 

the results of our work implemented. If we can work \.;rith the academies 

throughout the job, still maintaining our independence, and get them 

to appreciate what we are trying to do, the objectiveness of what 

we are trying to do) they are much more likely to act on their own 
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to implement some of our recommendations. I think ~t least to some 

degree, that was the case. It was clearly the requests of Senators 

Proxmire and Bayh which set the scope for our work. 

HR. HARPER: 

What we tend to find is that the process of doing our work often

times achieves whatever obj ec ti.ves we migh t have hoped to achiev(~ by 

producing a report because, at the point in time ~vhen the agency gets 

the opportunity to comment on the drafts of our report, my experiencc> 

is that the agency likes to say, "we have already instituted action to 

correct ~vhatevcr it is you have found." 

MR. GARNER: 

Did Senator Proxmire and Sl=!nator Bayh use your report in any wny? 

Did they do anything with it? 

MR. HARPER: 

Let me just mention that we wound up ultimately on this job 
" ... with something in the neighborhood of 12 to 16 requests from Congress, 

letters from Congr~ssmen asking us to do work in this area. One of 

the spino££s of this job \vas to look at the training programs in terms 

of the amount of harrassment that ~vas going on. We issued a separate 

report on tha t. 

MR. THONPSON: 

Frequently on a request from someone like Senator Proxmire, the 

request comes not from him as an individual, but as a member or 

Chairman of a subcommittee. At the completion of our review, the 

Comptroller General testified before the House Subcommittee on 

Legislation and National Security, Committee on Government Operations. 

It's really that Subcommittee that has the pmver to act. 



One other point, I think, that is important is thnt very frt~

quently ~.,re find that change takes place before the study is finished. 

Just the pressure of the Congressional inquiry, just the pressure of 

GAO looking at the problem is enough to get the academies or to Ret 

the agency to begin seriously thinking about it and begin to make 

changes. ~{hat ~.,re found ~vas that shortly after ~l1e got in, attrithll1 

began to come down. Whether it was as a result of uur work or not, 

I don't knml1. It's nice to think so. 

PARTICIPANT: 

Paul Hanunond, University of Pittsburgh. I am struck that tlw 

description you have offered us is of a study commissioned by CongrC'Hs 

in \.,rhich you have not characterized--yol\ have not described a persiHLt'nt 

set of contacts ~.,rith your Congressional mentors and in \.,rhioh, if T 

were a suspicious-minded Senator, I might have concluded you sold out 

to the enemy and made your deals before you go t to me. I am [ami lj n r 

\.,rith this kind of ~.,rorking with people \l1ho are the sub:cct of studies. 

Twelve years at the Rand Corporation makes one familj ar \vith that p1'O-
,." 

cess. But particularly \.,here one is ~.,orking across tt.,ro consti tutional 

branches of Government, I wonder if you could not say something mon~ 

about hmv much your Congressional clients concerned themselves t.,j th 

whether you are not, for example, putting out premature signals as to 

which direction the academies should be moving in terms of reform; 

or conversely, do you want to simply tell us that in a situation ljke 

that, the answers arc so obvious that the moment concern is expressed, 

everyone knows which direction to move in? 

MR. HARPER: 

You have asked a number of questions. I'll take the easiest 

one and leave the rest of them to Chuck. We in fact did have con

tact throughout this job t.,rith staff people from the various Congres

sional offices. I participated in meetings with Senator Bayh's and 
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Senator Proxmire's stafr people. AlHo, HS tends to happen in any 

organization, you get people '''ho come to have spccinl1zed functions. 

On this job, 'ole had someone who 'vas our point of c.ontact \dth the 

Congressional people. Our concern ,nlS ,vi eh getting n study dont! Lllat 

was as right as it could be from a scientific or nwthodological Pl) i nl 

of view because I think both he Hnd I, as well us other people in 

the organization, saw that the study had great danger for us. Thut0 

arc a group of people up on the Hill who would have liked nothing 

better than to really challenge whether thl~ service academics ought' 

to exist. There is another group of people that would think that is 

the 'vorst kind '<..d heresy you could perpeLrate. The only \Vay \ve could 

win on that one was having something that. 'vo could at lenst defend 

from a methodological point of view. That was our concern. 

MR. THONPSON: 

In terms of setting the direetion for change, I think just the 

fact the Congress was questioning the high and increasing attrition 

pretty \vell laid the pressure for \vhero ... the academy should be directinp, 

their attention. I don't think also that our being involved in the 

academics and ,vith DOD throughout the study had any bias, so to slwak, 

on the results. It was our feeling that it was the best way to go to 

try to get maximum utilization of what we had to offer when we got 

through. 

PARTICIPANT: 

John HcGrudel: from the Department of Transportation. I am 

curious about whether you looked into historical periods, because 

it would seem to me that in the mid '70's, with Vietnam over, that 

you mi&ht have found somevhat the same kind of situation that existed 

after \vorld Har II, or after Horld \~ar I, \vhen it really was not 

unusual to have a higher attrition in the academies. At least it 
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would be my expectation that that would be the case. To what extent 

was this a reason or did you look at it at all? You didn't mention 

that. 

Secondly, your study was obviously a tremendous 0[rotC and yet 

it seems to me as if the principal finding that you cam(' up tvUh Wi18 

that those ~vho aren't very interested in the progt'mn to begin \\Ilth 

are much more likely to drop nut. And I guess I wasn't too surprised 

by that finding. ,Can you help me out a little bit because I mn not 

really amazed by that? 

HR. THONPSON: 

Let me deal with the last one first, and John can take the first 

ont:; last. The commitment one is just the example I used. There arl' 

three pages of conclusions and reconunendations in the report tvhich 

deal t.,rith all aspects of the academy. In terms of the commi tment 

conclusion, it may seem obvious to you and it docs to me; yet, given 

the program at the academics and the mr.,y in which aCi.ldC:l1lY people tnllwd 

about those programs indic.ated to us that it \'/asn I t as obvi.ous to 

them. 

MR. HARPER: 

You see their assumption hnd been that tvhen the students walk<.!d 

in the door, they \vere committed. The question \vas, let's find those 

who are the most committed and keep them. What \ve were suggesting 

was a major policy kind of change in the Dense that the emphasis in 

the program wasn't to be just testing, but was also to be motivating. 

That is, let's not make that assumption that thGY arc committed. 

Let's try to develop that commitment in them. It's an expensive 

process to lose these people. 
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Let me deal with the first question. The point was mnde very 

strongly to us by the academics that we shoulu look Ht hiBt.orical 

data. There turned out to be only two aClldemies tlHlt hnd that kind 

of data, and they were West Point Dnd the Naval Academy. Their 

attrition after World War I and World War II was quite high. It WUH 

1m.; during the depression and thnt sort of thing. Our major argunlL)nt 

for not using it \.;as that there simply \.;o.sn' t sufficient data to go 

back and say that there were enough conditions in those periods in 

time which wcxe similar to the conditions here with only one vurinblv 

changing--that is, end of: \VBt', not end of HU1:. Also if I recall cor

rectly, the West Point and Naval. Academy £ig1.11:08 didn't ji.be. Tlwy 

were conflicting. The Naval Academy's figures showed 0. steady nttri

tion rate after the wars--steady in terms of what it had been durin~ 

the \o/ar and before the war. Wes t Point \.;as ver.y an ..... ious for us to use 

those figures, and the Naval Academy wasn't; so \"e 'lidn' t figure thl!Y 

were relevant becaus e or the kinds of {lrgumcnts that I mentioned. 

PARTICIPANT: 
..... 

I'm Tom RichDrdson, Department of Commerce. Hot.; in fact do yllll 

know that the people that are coming out of the system are really 

the best officers? I would gather that the people \.;ho rate thwm 

as good mean, they are responsible, thoy do what they are told, at 

cetera, et cetera. In fact, given the national interest, perhaps tlll' 

ones that are dropping out are the best candidates and the ones that 

are staying in are not. It seems to me that that is an important 

question to look at, too. 

HR. THOMPSON: 

No question about it. The problem is we only had two years to 

do the study. \\Te had to cut off a small piece. Tht:l effectiveness 

of the academies' programs is not only a function, ~.;e recognize this, 
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of the people that go through but also the performance of the grad

uates. lve just didn't have the time or resources to look into that. 

HR. RICHARDSON: 

In fact you don't know about that? 

MR. HARPER: 

He present data--\vhat you have in xerox is the main report. There 

are three appendices that were attached to that. These are printed on 

both sides of the page so there is a lot of reading matter here. The 

Appendix B, where \ve synthesize the acndemies' studic.'s, prcst~nts a lot 

of information about what the dropouts are like as compared to those 

who stayed. I suspect you can go through there and form some j udgf!men t 

as to whether they are losing the kinds of people tlillt they should keep. 

It's a process of socialization. To some extent, at least our reviC\v 

of the studies indicates those they lost at the very beginning are 

the ones they produce at the end. In other words, they lost leaders 

right at the beginning because they ar~ not going to socialize to that 

kind of a system. They are already leaders. Then they go t.hrough and 

mold the others into leaders. 

MR. THOMPSON: 

I think another important point that came out of our revie\v of 

the studies was that, as John mentioned earlier, most of the studies 

we looked at were directed towards trying to control the attrition 

through controlling selection. There \vas a very strong reluctance 

to examine the ecvironment. Our concern there was that over a long 

period of time, if you began to use the graduates as the criteria 

by which you selected new students, and then create a cycle, you 

begin to narrO\v the diversity of the people that come in to the point 

where eventually you have one type of person coming out. He weren't 

convinced this \vas in the best public interest. 
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MR. ABERT: 

You mentioned that you looked at the characteristics of the 

students whe.n they came in. I was looking at Barron's 1976 the other 

day, and I \vas surprised to see essl~ntially hm" competitive the mili Cary 

academics are in terms of their ability to attract or at least accept 

students with the highest academic standards. I would say that across 

the board in the m~litary academies you are talking about the 97th 

percentile 011 Student Aptitude Tests with the Naval Academy a Ii ttl L' 

higher than that. Hhat do you find ahout retention correlated agninst 

high, low, medium SAT scores? 

MR. HARPER: 

In some academies and in some time frames, there is a positi.ve 

correlation bet\veen measures of . academic ability and attrition. hlhen 

I say positive, what I am talking about are the coefficients that are 

very small and significant because the Ns are so large. He wound up 

concluding that \vhile there is some relationship, even those \,1ho 

drop out are of very high ability. 

MR. THOMPSON: 

Just to give you an example of what we are talking about in terms 

of the quality of the incoming graduates, in the Air Force Academy 

for the SAT math score, the average was around 660. The national 

average \vas around 460. That is pretty consistent, except for the 

Merchant Marine Academy, in terms of quality. 

PARTICIPANT: 

Jim Robinson, Department of Labor. I thought the most interesting 

thing in your study was something you glossed over very quickly which 

is that one morning, the academics announced to you that there \vould 

be no study or that they wouldn't cooperate with it. Isn't perhaps 

the most interesting finding in your whole study that there is a basic 
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question of \vho is in char.ge of the military and that the military 

could si t there and say, "That! s it. He are not going to cooperate 

with your study. Good-bye. Your project is over.1I 

I mean perhaps that is off the point of the evaluation study 

proper, but certainly the whole idea of your study is that Congress 

had some right to go in there and ask the military some questions; 

yet at least some of the military people questioned your authority 

to even be there and decided it \vas up to them ,,,hether they ,vantl'd 

to cooperate, rather than the other \vay around under the ConslitutiLm. 

MR. THOMPSON: 

That happens a lot. it's not just DOD. We get questioned a J.ot 

about why we are there and we get a lot of flack. I think in the 

end, 've normally get in, so we are used to it. 

PARTICIPANT: 

Walter Bergman, IRS. One thing r""am really interested in, in 

addition to what you have brought up (obviously, 1 don It knC\\1 'vhat 

is in all those volumes). Did you in any way impact on the selection 

system? Did you have feedback into the selection p'.LOcess itself? 

MR. HARPER: 

We discussed in our report the question of ,,,hether you could 

adequately.present a picture of the academy to someone 'vho hadn It 

been there. We weren't talking about changing the selection procedures 

so much as 'ole were talking about giving adequate information to people 

about \vhat the academy was like so they could select themselves out 

before they were nominated or appointed. Our feeling 'vas that there 

needed to be more of that because the research is quite good in that 

area to indicate this is a good way to go about bringing people into 

the organization. But we also talked about perhaps not being able 
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to do that adequately with the kind of life you are talking about at 

the academy so what they need to do is identify early in that first 

summer the people ,vhose commitment is wavering. Hhat we sa,v in the 

area of traditionally collected selection variables Ivere such \veak 

relationships that I don't think ,ole ,vould have ,vanted to make any 

reconunendation anYlvuy. For the mos t part because they have been 

selecting top level peoplp, there is no variance. There is very liltle 

variance on these measures. They have already been preselected, so 

you don't find the kind of correlations you nonnally do. It is hard 

to develop tests to measure commitment prior to entry. 

MR. THOHPSON: 

I think also we felt that the academies were doing more than 

enough research on selection, and in fact our recommendation in the 

report is that they provide a little more balance in their rese~rch 

and start examining their environment a little bit more in terms of 

its contribution to attrition. 

MR. GRANDY: 

Thank you very much, Chuck and John. We'll adjourn our program 

at this point, pick it up tomorrow morning with the other research 

papers. 

I 
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BANQUET ADDRESS NOVE~mER 17, 1976 

A CONGRESSIONAL VIEH OF PROGRMI EVALUATION 

MR. GRANDY: 

DONALD ELISBURG, Staff Director and General Counsel 
U.S. Committee on Labor and Public Helfare 

As you know, our guest speaker tonight is Donald Elisburg. 

Mr. Elisburg had a distinguished career in the Department of Labor 

for quite a fe~v years prior to assuming his position \"i th the 

Committee on Labor and Public Helfare in the Senate \,There he is cur-

rently the General Counsel. He has his juris doctorate from the 

University of Chicago and served in the Department of Labor in a 

ya:dety of positions from 1963 up until 1970 \"hen he joined the 

Senate staff. He has, I think, a keen appreciation and knm"ledge or 

evaluation problems. From our discussion during dinner, I know he has 

some interesting viet"s. His comments concerning the perspec tive of 

the Congress on evaluation is likely to be very helpful to us and 

thought-provoking. He do appreciate hi's being able to take time from 

a busy schedule to address us. Mr. Elisburg. 

MR. ELISBURG: 

Thank you. As many of you may realize, speakers from the Congress 

almost always begin with a certain amount of disclaimer. Despite the 

four or five thousand professional staff people ,,,ho work for the 

Congress and the Senate, there are only 535 elected representatives; 

and when you are employed by a committee, you are responsible to the 

Chairman (in this case, Senator Williams of New Jersey). I always 

remark that he is free to disavm·7 anything I have to say on any subj

ect. I'll give you the best views I can, but they are my own and I 

hope you don't take them as necessarily attributable to the elected 

officials. 
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In thinking about the process of evaluation) and the study which 

was presented to you this afternoon, it occurred to me at dinner that 

the Congress is really engaged in a tremendous amount of evaluation 

through its arm of the General Accounting OfficG) but we don't nornmJly 

think about it in terms of evaluation. We think about it as having 

GAO do a study, or GAO do an investigation, or something breaks loosl" 

in the ne\vspaper and you say, "Oh, boy, \ve better do something about 

it,ll so they send the GAO in to take a look. That really is a rather 

extensive investigative arm and, therefore, to some degree, an evalua

tive arm of Congress. Lest anybody think this is not a significant 

kind of career that those of you in the business have embarked on, 

this afternoon there came across my desk one of those documents that 

you never look at. But because it was a very nice package and had 

a little short note clipped to it) I decided I would at least take 

a look at it before L put it in my outbox. The title of this nice 

book is, IIRecurring Reports to the Congress: a Directory. 1976 

Congressional Resource Book Series." 

... " 
The note says that this comes from the GAO and a copy is enclosed 

for your use. The third volume, Federal Program Evaluations, will be 

distributed in December. This particular document is, I guess, a list 

of various kinds of reports that come to the Congress for the umteen 

thousand statutes that exist. The point is that this source book 

and Volume I ~vhich came out about six weeks ago, listed the various 

kinds of data collection processes that various agencies use. It was 

a red book, compiling lists of things that the Government is doing 

and that you are all doing, either as members of the Federal establish

ment or engaged in some relation to it. My point is that this kind of 

compilation never existed before. People in Congress probably have 

no idea of ~vhat they have fostered over the years, and perhaps after 

a couple years of putting this book out they will be sorry they ever 

got into it. 
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But I think it's clear we are in some new arenas of doing busi

ness with each other. Consequently I really appreciate the invitation 

to address this symposium. 

There are Rlwayo innumerable conferences going on in Washington. 

When you think about it, though, I dare say fe~v, if any, are as imp\)l"Lnnt 

in substance as this one which examines how Federal agencies utilize 

program evaluation. The subj ect requires intense consideration if 

the Executive Branch is going to maximize its administrative respomd

bilities in implementing programs fostered and enacted by the Congress. 

Personally I am pleased that this part of the symposium in pro

cess includes the Congressional vimv of evaluation as ~vell. Hopefully 

the participation of those of us who are connected in some way with 

the Congress will contribute to the success of your very timely and 

essential meeting. 

The Congress differs markedly from the administrative agencies 

with ~vhich many of you are associated. It is a body responsive to 

the \vishes of multiple, sometimes conflicting, sometimes shifting 

constituencies. Almost all Governments have an Executive Branch. Our 

nation is one of the few in the ~vorld \vhich entrusts its lmvrnaking 

to an independent, periodically elected representative body. And 

that body functions in a milieu which, by its very nature, is heavily 

politicized. 

By politicized, I mean that the Congress listens carefully and 

~ continuously to its broad array of constituencies. I think that 

this listening is the Hembers' first and most basic source of eval

uation: it is a very finely tuned antenna. Sometimes the listening 

is carried out scientifically through the use of sample surveys. 

Sometimes it is carried out intuitively, as when rumblings and 
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grumblings, wishes and preferences are brought to awareneSR by the 

delegations to the nffices of the Senators, Representatives or 

Committees. The unrelenting deluge of mail and the representatives 

of special interest groups bringing their clients' wishes and com

plaints to Congressional attention are two additional sources of 

evaluation playing a role in the assessment of policies and programs. 

This is probably the method of evaluation prescribed or implied 

in the Constitution. It is the means by which our system of Government 

has \vorked for two hundred years. It is noL a perfect system as every

one kno\vs, but it has been, on the \vhole, a successful device to balnnce 

overwhelming societal concerns \vith individual liberty and rights. 

In spite of cyclical praise or scorn, the Congress has maintained, 

as its primary means of evaluation, the legislative judgment for which 

it is accountable to the electorate. This basic fact alone conditions 

the way in which more systematic, scientific program evaluation is 

viewed by the Congress. 

While growing recognition of professionally-based, expertly

conducted program evaluation has been evident in recent years in LhL' 

Congress, legislators and their staffs view this important secondary 

evaluation supplement within the political framework Constitutionally 

required of them. 

Systematic impact assessment of Government policies and programs 

has been accorded increasing acceptance by Congress. Hmvever, the 

products of such assessments are looked upon as tools with \vhich to 

shape the essential substance of programs attracting a following or 

an opposition among the constituencies having an interest in them, 

including that amorphous electorate whose opinions are often made 

known only on Election Day. 



It cannot be stressed too strenuously that scientific program 

evaluation is itself evalu~tcd by the Consress in terms of its utility 

to promote the effectiveness and precision of legislative judgments 

in a political milieu. 

In recent years, program evaluation has been mnde a requirement 

of many policies and programs enacted into 1m.,. In some cases, 

this requirement has taken the form of directives to Cubinet Officials 

to set aside and allocate a fixed proportion of funds to evaluat~ 

a selected program. In other cases, impact statements have been 

required. Impact statements can utilize program evaluation together 

with other research devices designed to provide assessments of net 

impact. Both forms of Congressionally-mandated evaluation have tlw 

same purpose: to delegate to the Executive Branch a duty to deter

mine \.,hat if anything happened as a consequence of the policies or 

programs tagged for special revie\.,. This may be another form of 

cop-out, perhaps by the Congress, but it is a way of putting the 

burden on the Executive Branch to do t1J:e \<1ork. 
" 

More recently, Congress has asked directly whether or not our 

policies and programs are cost-effective--whether we as the public 

are getting "the right authorized impact of the legislatively appro

priated dollar, 11 and \<1hether the nation's economic interests and sociul 

well-being have in fact been promoted, especially by human resource 

efforts. 

Much of this budget-related interest emanates from the provisions 

and procedures of the Congressional Budget and Impoundments Control 

Act of 1974. Nany Senators and Representatives favor the Act, in 

part because it provides a budgetary window into the inner workings 

of programs. That \<1il1do\., is made possible by fiscal analysis and 

fiscal priority-setting. I would venture to say that many Senators 
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and Representatives are not totally pleased with the Budget Act becnuHc 

the scientifically-developed new procedures--that require Authorizing 

Committees to look at specific dollar amounts and that require an 

overall picture of what is being appropriated and what isn't--have 

raised very serious ques tions, particularly in the social arena, likL', 

How do you keep from being shortchanged because you clon't come up \vilh 

the right numbers on the computer? 

More recently, Congress has begun to consider in the formulation 

of the Sunset Bill, steps ~vhich ~vou1d institutionalize program evalun

tion and revie,., at the heart of Congressional decisi.on-making. In 

the Senate, for example, the Government Spending and Economy Act of 

1976--that was the Sunset Bil1--proposed that programs be terminated 

on a mandatory basis every five years and reauthorized only after a 

close-scrutiny program revie~.,. Fortunately, the bill ~.,as not acted 

upon, but the idea has attracted a following in Congress. While 

legislation of this nature has many features, the degree of dependence 

on program revimv techniques would be t:remendous. \~ere Sunset Legis-
" 

lation enacted in some form, recognition of program evaluation as a 

secondary means of Congressional decision-making would have attained 

an enhanced status. I think it would be nicknamed the Evaluators' 

Full Employment Act. It would also have been accorded grave respon~·;i

bility as an instrument of public trust. 

But even if such developments ~.,ere to occur, ~.,ould the public 

trust indeed be well-placed? What would the Congress be buying? 

Many experienced Congressmen and their staffs are concerned that 

the Congress \.,ill become dependent upon a program evaluation establish

ment--valuable in concept, but unproven in product. Opponents of the 

systematic use of program evaluation point out that such research 
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is an art form of marginal reliability and that reliance upon such 

an art form is in itself more in tile nature of folk medicine than of 

science. 

The issues cited as the source of such suspicion arc conmwnrla~~: 

o that the assumed posture of objectivity nmong program 
evaluators often masks subtle but important biases 
and hidden agendas; 

lit that the questions set for discovery, if published at 
all for client consideration, have predetermined answers; 

() that the procedures utilized frequently neglect tho most 
important variables often included in initi.nl designs 
and later dropped because of difficulty in research 
management or Ullcxpected costs; 

• that there persists an inability or unwillingness to 
mE'rge. the. contours of v,-xious impact evaluation studies 
so that conmlOn patterns of findings can be codified nntl 
differences in findings highlighted; 

c that interpretations of findings are cast in terms far 
in excess of their value and far overstated to listening 
audiences; and 

o that the conduct and packaging-;,of evaluative research 
supports first the publication interests of the 
investigators and too often relegates the needs of 
clients and sponsors to second place. 

Whether or not these assertions can be supported substantially, 

the doubts exist. Program evaluation experts will point out that Lhe 

Congress has its OIVU peGuliarities, biases and statements ,"hich lose 

support when subjected to rigorous analysis. But the Congress benrs 

the accountability of the electoral process in setting forth its 

assertions into la,,,, overseeing its handiwor:k, and supporting 

its decisions from the Federal Treasury. Obviously, the task before 

us is to look beyond the concerns (while keeping them in mind) in 

order to explore some principles '''hich would enhance the utilization 

of program evaluation by the Congress. The task requiring attention 
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is to develop program evaluation standards and approaches ,.,hich wDl 

notably assist the Congress in its accountability for public 

policy. 

If program evaluation is to become truly useful to the Congruss, 

those conducting research as the agents of the elected officials 

should consider three principles in adapting their works to the nucJs 

of the Federal Legislature. 

The first prinCiple, and perhaps the mos t difficul t to achi('vL', is 

that program evaluation must be preceded by policy analysis and mission 

analysis. Policy analysis in turn calls for a rigorous study of the 

substance of the policies giving rise to programs. Policy analysis 

ca.Lls fer the consideration of the goals enunciated during the fOJ:lllU

lation of policies and programs. Policy analysis requires attention 

to drift and shift bet\\leen policy as legislatively mandated) and pol'i (~y 

as executively implemented. Policy analysis requires careful ~ttcntion 

to the process) the actors) the subtle differences \vhich result in n 

policy procluc t. "" 

Mission analysis is the description and explanation of whether ;1 

program adheres to the objectives set forth in the policy. The funda

mental question of concern to the Congress is whether a program carri.es 

out the mission established for it in the policy. It is to that i88\1<'" 

that constituent concerns are addressed as well. 

I would stress here that policy and mission analysis require 

as much research skill and time as any other element demanding the 

attention of the program evaluator. Policy analysis requires case 

study techniques; selective use of surveys; employment of content 

analysis of documents; and utilization of journalistic and investiga

tive techniques \vhich employ accepted standards of corroboration. 

It also means you have to be able to write clearly. 
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The foregoing implies, of course, thut the researcher con g~nurate 

the trust necessary to conduct an adequate policy analysis as a pre

liminary step to informing the Congress about the impact of plugramH. 

But that trust is essential inasmuch as the questions central to 

progrnm~evaluation are likely to be derived from poliev and missi.on 

analysis. 

I would also add here as an importune fuctor that most members 

of Congress and their stuff have becn trui,ncd \.,rith legal concepts 

and investigat:i.ve techniques. It is not surprising tlwn that t1h'Y 

frequently regard the standard of evidence utilized by many progl'am 

evalua tors as inadequate. Hhen one reads through program evuluution 

reports and is struck by the large number of tablcs pronouncing this 

te~t as statistically significant and that test as unassailable 

evidence of a particular program impact and one rends on further to 

find that conclus,ions have been drmY11 entirely from aggregating Htlt'h 

statisticul inferences of proof, it is not surprising that the clear 

and convincing evidence standards, or the prepond(~rance of the \.n'ight 
" ... 

of the evidence standard used in legal thinking seems, by contrast, 

far more reliable. 

In short, persons connected with the legislative process are noL 

likely to be convinced that large numbers of associati.ons of varinbh,s 

prove a point. C ammo r). sense requires complex situations to be judged 

with all available evidence--both the context of the situation and 

the specific variables artifically isolated for examination--bcfore 

conclusions can be made. That is scientific jargon for saying that 

you must doa careful job. Program evaluation and policy analysis, 

in particula~wi11 be judged by the Congress according to a standard 

of evidence not usually advanced in the program evaluation with 

which many of you may be involved. 
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A second principle to assist the adaptation of program evaluation 

to legislative activities is that the (waluator must understand I"hl'l"l' 

the Congress will find evaluation useful. While evaluation stUJI~H 

may be useful in the formulation o[ bills, program evaluation is most 

relevant to Congressional oversight. Congressional oversight is 

a shorthand term Ive all usc for what 1"8 do, l'1ith a hroad l:l.ccnsl' 

to do anything, after n statutc.\ has bt!(m passt~t1. Congt'l'ssional lWVl'

sight is the menns by which Congress accounts for the policit\s ami 

progrmns it authorizes and appropriates. The common techniques uti

lized in Congl'essional oversight include investigationH; hoarings; 

site visits; audits; analyses of special and recurring reports requirpd 

by statutes; mt~etings and mc:!tings and meetings to consider the impat't 

of appropriations of funds for program support; procudures to consider 

formulation of the Federal budget under the provisions of the Budgot 

Act, and so on and so on. Obviously program evaluntion could havl\ 

a strong role to play in some of these activities, a lesser role in 

others. The important point is that an understanding of the conducL of 

oversight is itself important. Fam! liarization \.,ith tbe t(~chniqul's 
.. " 

utilized, procedures employed and the settings for oversight activity 

cannot be substituted. 

Finally, I would suggest that attention be given to the way in 

which program evaluation studies are interpreted, presented and 

packaged. Congress, I am sure, is acutely aware that various consti

tuencies in a political milieu may be activated in favor of or opposed 

to a program by the expert character of an evaluation rcport. I might 

also add that the Congress or individual Senators or Congressmen may 

well be influenced by whether you can rf>late the five years of your 

evaluation study in the 15 minutes thnt you have at a public hearing, 

that is, how well you can do it, how well you cnn synthesize and set 

forth, while you are sitting there on a TV camera, the essentials 

of what you have been trying to do. 
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One is also acutely aware that public hopes ride high on programs 

finally forged from Congressional actions. Hard-won ndvances, partic

ularly in the human resources field, may suffer permanent, umvarranted 

damage if the evaluation and interpretations are unjust:ifial'JLY S,vl~l'ping, 

if packaging is conducive to sensationalism in the public media and if 

presentation does not relate to the concepts or procedures conven

tionally employed by the Congress. Hopefully, this foregoing litany 

~vill provide some basis for your discussions tomol-rO\v as the business 

of the symposium proceeds. I think the Legislative Branch has an 

important stake in program evuluation as it goes about making and 

shaping the put-lic policy \vith which ,ve are all going to live. The 

prospects for Congressional utilization of program evaluation are 

very great. In our O\VU Labor and Public Helfare Committee, Ive have 

begun for the first time in its history to institutionalize some of 

the evaluation ideas; and that primarily means to appoint H'!latively 

permanent staff to think about it. That is a big step. It's a big 

step in a fairly tight-budgeted operation, ,.]here you have relative.ly 

small numbers of people, to assign some""ot,e to start thinking about 

the evaluation of programs and something resembling a systematized 

oversight. 

The evaluation research and the people ,.]ho conduct i t--that is, 

all of you--may very well become a very important augmentation to the 

fundamental framework of legislative decision-making. You may not all 

welcome the prospect, but I think it's more than just around the corner. 

It's true because of the Budget Act and many of the other possibilities, 

the Sunset Act, for example, that have evolved around the Congress, 

and the fact that the Congress is now dealing with a budget of some 

$400 million and some odd a year, really a billion a year. Evaluation 

is really a kind of program technique that is not new, but it is 
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something that is going to inc.rease it~ respectability; and consequently, 

I think it is going to be an important adjunct to the legislative pro

cess. Thank you. 

PARTICIPANT: 

I liked your speech very much. Congress is my first interest, 

and I was pulled into criminal justice for want of a jG~. We have 

been Lalking about the need to specify obj ectives, and Congress often 

passes acts like the Crime Control Act that says, "Reduce crime and 

improve efficiency." The Act itself has to specify the objectives 

of that Act, and how do you measure that? Is it reasonable to expect 

that Congress might specify objectives very clearly--that the objec

tive of an act could be very specifically stated in the act itself? 

I give as an example the Speedy Trial Act of 1974, where Congress 

not only specified the objectives, and showed how to figure out 

\'lhether a speedy trial is achieved, but wrote the evaluation design 

into the Act itself. It has been done ~t least in that one case. 

The point is that agency administrators never specify objectives. 

Can Congress do it? 

MR. ELISBURG: 

I understand the point. The legislativE'! process does not lend 

itself to regulation \vriting. By and large when the Congress has 

gotten into writing in detail the specifications of how it wants 

something carried out, it either gets into trouble or the events of 

time pass it by; and you have to relegislate. With res~ect to the 

question of being able to spell out the policy, hm'lever, almost every 

major piece of legislation has a findings and purpose section which can 

go on ad infinitum trying to spell it out. I would recommend to anyone 

dealing with a serious legislative enactment, for example, a i'i':!i.jor 

program, that you look not just at the \'lords in the statute, but 
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that you look at the legislative history and the committee reports, 

I think you will find from these sources a more detaile~ program lay

out of what it is the Congress intended and wants done with these 

programs. 

PARTICIPANT: 

I have a two-part question. The first part deals with your state

ment concerning policy evaluation. I'd say that all during the day, 

there has been some question about ,vhat kind of focus ,ve should hav(? 

in our evaluation. Some suggestions were that evaluation would be 

better if it were narrowed to doing what our boss wants to see. 

Others, more expansive, 'vanted to do 'vhat everybody wants to see. 

What would your views be on that? 

My second point has to do ,dth the acceptance by the Congre' ,'lional 

Representatives of this information. Friends of mine in the Congres

sional Budget Office say that, in fact, they feel that their activities 

are viewed by many of the Representntiv~s as constraining. The fact 

that they come up with facts means the decisions that the Representa

tives can make are some'vhat weakened in certain lights. I vlOuld see 

evaluation providing the same kind of data which 'vould be equally 

constraining. H":nv do you feel about that? 

MR. ELISBURG: 

As to the first part, I would vie,v the questiun of how an evaluation 

should be done from the standpoint of whether I was the boss or every

body else. I think the problem is really of defining the policy. 

You have to really take the time to understand in a legislative con-

text what it is that the Congress had in mind, what the objectives 

were, and how those objectives have been met? What was it that the 

Congress 'vas trying to set forth? Otherwise you might just as well 

be evaluating apples when Congress is talking about oranges. 
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The second part as, to whether anybody is going to feel constrained, 

is really a question of growth and development of the institution with 

which you are dealing. Fifteen years ago, the Senate Labor and Public 

Helfare Committee had a dozen employees and very fc\o7 statutes \o7ithin 

its jurisdiction. The Senate Labor and Public Helfare Committee nmo7 

has in excess of 125 employees, which is not necessarily large in lL'l"ms 

of a Government agency, but it is responsible for reviewing progrnms 

which represent in excess of $40 billion a year. There are literally 

hundreds of them. Hhen you are talking about legislatures \\Thich have 

to deal with that kind of fantastic growth in legislntive programs, 

newer techniques \o7ill have to be used. For the first lime in the 

history of the Senate, really, \ve are getting a computer capability 

that most Federal cgencies had 15 years ago and most of private 

industry had 20 years ago. It's a growth process. There is a real

ization and understanding that these techniques arc going to have to 

~e used, constraining or not. So to that extent, Congress, like a lot 

of other groups, is being drdgged kicking and screaming into the 20th 

century. Thank you. 
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